5.1 Conclusions

Having analyzed the data, it is concluded that

1. The realization of interpersonal functions in the tourism guide book can be described namely semantic & lexicogrammar and mood & speech function.

2. The reasons interpersonal function realized in the way they are, are the following:
   a. Types of interpersonal function are used differently because linguistically the publisher want to show their participation in communication through the reading texts, take on role, express and exchange their experience to share information.
   b. The tourism guide book states and declares information in order to fulfill the needs readers therefore the dominant of Speech functions and Mood used are Statement and Declarative
   c. It can be described that the next Speech functions and Mood are Command and Imperative. It proves that the tourism guide book, the publisher implicitly persuades and invites the readers to fulfill the intention of the writer.
5.2. Suggestions

With reference to the conclusions, suggestions are staged as the followings:

1. It is suggested that the publisher should clearly use exact speech function to describe how their guide books are beneficial to the readers. In this way, they offer satisfaction to the potential consumers and their products gain more purchases.

2. It is suggested that the potential consumers should consider the products they want to purchase by which they gain satisfactorily – purchased goods or services.

3. As far as the writer is concerned, this study has been focused on declarative and imperative mood in tourism guide book. Therefore, the writer would like to suggest doing a different analysis on the question and interrogative mood and transitivity in similar guide book.